
Bruce and Nancy met in 1973, when both were part of the College of Architecture and Urban Studies study 
abroad program in Salzburg, Austria. For Nancy, the multidisciplinary thinking fostered by study abroad and by her 
senior honors classes was important to her art and her teaching career. 

“The first time I really, truly encountered multidisciplinary thinking, that experience really spoke to me,” Nancy 
says. Her holistic point of view enhances her volunteer service as founding advancement council chair for Virginia 
Tech’s School of Visual Arts (SOVA). A key SOVA goal is the development of interdisciplinary collaborations within and 
beyond the university. “So many exciting things are happening,” says Nancy. “It’s wonderful to be a part of that 

and encourage it.” 
The Prichards have created retirement account beneficiary designations 

to support  SOVA and the College of Architecture and Urban Studies. And their 
outright support for Virginia Tech’s Center for the Arts is recognized with a 
balcony named in their honor.

Bruce, like Nancy, finds his Virginia Tech education invaluable. “The scope 
of an architect’s education includes what happens at the univesity and what 

happens beyond that,” he says. “Virginia Tech taught me the most important thing: Continue to learn and develop.” He 
cites office design challenges in accommodating evolving needs for more technology and collaboration spaces. “No 
one solution fits every organization,” he says. “If we weren’t able to continue to learn and develop, we’d be dinosaurs.”

The Prichards’ blended generosity to Virginia Tech has also evolved over time to fit their changing goals and 
circumstances. “I think we’re the typical people that give a little more as income grows,” Nancy says. “We established 
a habit of giving.” The couple greatly enjoys seeing the immediate impact of their outright gifts and they are glad to 
know their legacy gift is in place.

“When we began to think about what we wanted to  have happen after we were gone,” says Bruce, “we thought, 
‘What better thing to do than to give back to the university that gave us so much?’”

Nancy agrees. “I think it’s very comforting,” she says, “to think a part of you lives on to make a difference.”
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Charitable Giving Solutions 
I’m considering a gift of stock and 
want the deduction to count for my 
2015 taxes.
Start now. Gifts of securities can be a 
great, cost-effective way to support 
Virginia Tech (see page 2). Discuss with 
your financial advisor the tax advantages 
of your particular gift.
Brokerage transfers can take extra time at 
year’s end, so don’t delay.
Visit http://bit.ly/yearendguidelines 
for information to help you complete this 
or any 2015 gift. 
Where can I learn about gifts via 
beneficiary designation?
A beneficiary designation may be the 
easiest way to create a legacy at any 
age. Learn more online at
http://bit.ly/vtgpbd
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UT PROSIM
That I may serve

If your support of Virginia Tech includes a gift through 
your will, trust, or other estate plan, please let us know. 

http://bit.ly/vtgpform

“What better thing to 
do than to give back 

to the university that 
gave us so much?”
– Bruce Prichard ‘75

More than a motto.

Architect Bruce Prichard and artist/educator Nancy Beville Prichard love Virginia Tech and enjoy extending the 
university’s opportunities to others. The Prichards have created a blend of current gifts, volunteer support, and future gift 
commitments including retirement account beneficiary designations. Each gift fits the couple’s charitable and financial 
plan and benefits the university in a way that has special meaning for them.

Bruce Prichard ’75 was the first in his immediate family to attend college. “I always knew I wanted to be an architect,” 
he says, “although I’m not sure, when I was in high school, that I really knew what an architect did. Tech’s was one of the 
top architecture programs in the nation and it was affordable. My dad had a modest job – so it had to be affordable.” 

“The personal connection is an important facet of the whole experience of giving,” Bruce adds. “Some [of our giving] is 
for scholarships to help students. Some is for the arts program, which is important to us. And some is undesignated. If you 
look at how much has changed since we’ve been out of school, you know you can’t assume you’ll know what the needs will 
be in the future. We have confidence in the future leadership to know about future needs.”

Nancy Beville Prichard ’74 knew she wanted to attend a large, co-ed university and decided her father’s alma mater 
was right for her. Her father, Lee H. Beville ’43, was a member of the first Virginia Tech class to graduate early, in March,  
to serve in World War II. He was part of “D-Day Plus 4” allied operations in Normandy. Though wounded, he continued  
to serve in combat and returned home. Bruce and Nancy endowed a Corps of Cadets scholarship named in his honor.  
“We thought that would be something he’d love,” says Nancy.          
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Like apples, there are many types of charitable 
gifts, and you may wish to pick more than one. 

Many donors like the Prichards (page 1) 
and Roy Blaser (above), decide the best way 
to accomplish both charitable and financial 
goals is to combine two or more types of 
gifts that can work together to fit personal 
circumstances and create more meaningful 
support than otherwise may be  possible.

Blaser’s donations of appreciated stock 
during his lifetime, followed by a gift from his 
estate, allowed him to fund his endowment at 
a level that forever increases the impact of his 
legacy at Virginia Tech. 

Learn which gifts work best for you. See 
page 4 to request your free copy of “Create a Gift 
that Fits Your Goals.”

Now is the time to complete year-end charitable gifts that will not only make 
a difference at Virginia Tech, but can also make a difference when you file your 
2015 taxes. 

A donation of securities such as stocks, bonds, or mutual funds can be an 
excellent, tax-wise gift. 

Securities that have risen in value
•  A charitable gift of appreciated assets you have owned for more than a year  

          can bypass capital gains tax otherwise due. This effectively lowers the cost of  
          your  gift when compared with an equal gift of cash. 

•  In most cases, your immediate income tax charitable deduction can be based on the full value of your gift, regardless of purchase price.

•  If you wish to bypass capital gains tax, you must  transfer the asset directly to the Virginia Tech Foundation Inc. (Do not sell the appreciated asset  
          in order to donate the proceeds.)

•  Tell your broker or fund manager to include your name in the transfer and, if your gift is intended for a particular college or other designation,  
          have the broker specify that as well.

Securities that have lost value can also create tax-wise gifts. In this case, you would need to sell the securities yourself in order 
to claim the loss, and then donate the cash from the sale in order to benefit from the income tax charitable deduction that can offset all 
or part of the loss.

Tax-wise giving can effectively lower the cost of your gift and may allow you to support the university with a larger, more powerful 
gift than otherwise would be possible. 

Timing counts. Year-end gifts of securities can take extra time. Act today to complete your 2015 gift.

You are encouraged to consult your financial advisor and phone the Office of Gift Planning at 1-800-533-1144 or email  
giftplanning@vt.edu to help ensure your strategy works as you intend.

More about gifts of securities online. http://bit.ly/vtgpgse 

Will There Be a 2015 Charitable IRA Rollover?
As of this writing, Congress has not renewed the popular charitable IRA rollover (also called a qualified charitable 
distribution or QCD) which expired on Dec. 31, 2014. 

Renewal remains possible. Since it was first introduced in 2006, the charitable IRA rollover has been made 
available every tax year – sometimes late in the year. While there is no guarantee that Congress will again renew 
the provision, a 2015 charitable IRA rollover remains a possibility.

We will post updates on the availability of a 2015 charitable IRA rollover at http://bit.ly/irarollover along 
with answers to frequently-asked questions. Or you can contact the Office of Gift Planning directly. Email 
giftplanning@vt.edu or phone 1-800-533-1144 or 540-231-2813.

Virginia Tech agronomy Professor Emeritus Roy E. Blaser (1912–2008) earned 
his bachelor’s degree in agriculture from the University of Nebraska during the Great 
Depression. He graduated in 1934, a time when poor farming practices, combined with 
drought and wind, led to years of catastrophic dust storms that devastated farms in the 
midwest and carried millions of tons of topsoil as far east as Boston. The young man saw 
America’s breadbasket become its dust bowl.

Blaser dedicated his career, as well as much of his charitable giving, to crop and soil 
sciences. He had a particular interest in advancing “improvements in the science of food 
production in developing countries while maintaining desirable environments.” 

During his 44 years at Virginia Tech’s Middleburg Agricultural Research and Extension 
Center, Blaser stressed the importance of giving students the tools they would need to 
promote sustainable farming practices globally.

After retiring, Blaser established the Roy E. and E. Catherine Blaser Fellowship 
for graduate education in the Department of Crop and Soil Sciences. His strategic 
combination of annual gifts of appreciated stock, followed by a bequest from his 
estate, endowed a legacy that will continue to accomplish his goals, year after year.  

College sweethearts, Roy and Catherine Blaser were married for 72 years when Roy 
died in 2008 at age 96. Four months later Catherine, only weeks shy of her 95th birthday, also passed away. They had one son as well as 
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

Roy Blaser’s legacy funds a distinguished lecture series that continues to advance his lifelong commitment to responsible soil management. 
The 2014 Blaser distinguished lecturer was Columbia University’s Pedro A. Sanchez, director of the Agriculture and Food Security Center and 
member of the National Academy of Sciences, who discussed African progress in agriculture through research and development.

Ready, Set, Make a Difference! Roy Blaser’s life spanned 96 years. His legacy is forever.

What is the charitable IRA rollover? 
This special provision has historically allowed 
donors age 70 1/2 or older to exclude from 
taxable income – and count toward their 
required minimum distribution – qualifying 
gifts  transferred directly from their IRAs to 
charities such as Virginia Tech.

Consult your accountant or financial advisor if you 
are considering any gift that may affect your 

retirement, estate, or tax planning. 

You Can Pick More Than One

Apples at the Alson H. Smith, Jr.  Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Winchester, Va.
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